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Abundant evidence shows that driver distraction is one of the fundamental causes of traffic accidents. Current detectedmethods of
driver distraction are mostly based on intrusive or semi-intrusive.(emethods not only interfere with the driving task but also are
restricted by various environmental factors, resulting in a high false positive rate. (is paper only considers noninvasive vehicle
kinematics indicators and proposes a recognition method based on deep learning. Firstly, some car following segments are
obtained from the naturalistic driving database, and typical distracted segments are extracted by using situation awareness. (en,
distracted recognition indexes’ set is established and only contains vehicle kinematic features. (irdly, the gradient boosted
decision tree recursive feature elimination (GBDT-RFE) and random forest recursive feature elimination (RF-RFE) are used to
rank the importance of features. (e indexes with higher importance are obtained. Finally, the long short-term memory neural
network (LSTM-NN) is utilized to realize the classification and recognition of distracted driving, and the results are compared
with SVM and AdaBoost. (e results show that the F1-scores of LSTM-NN are 89% and 91% in distracted and normal driving,
which are higher than SVM and AdaBoost. (e average F1-score of distracted recognition (12% and 7%) is higher than SVM and
AdaBoost. (e false positive rate of different distracted types is less than 15%. LSTM-NN can effectively learn the information
before and after the distracted sequence, which is conducive to accurately estimate the driver’s attention state.(e study provides a
method for vehicle distraction warning system and driving risk propensity assessment.

1. Introduction

Driver distraction is one of the main reasons for frequent
traffic accidents. According to the national highway traffic
safety administration (NHTSA), 25%–30% of accidents in the
United States are related to driving distraction [1]. With the
development of intelligent network connection, the on-board
information and service system have brought convenience to
communication and interaction. But it also distracts drivers at
the same time, which leads to traffic safety problems.
(erefore, analysis and recognition of distracted driving
behavior are of great significance for researchers to build a
real-time distracted driver monitoring system and reduce the
number of traffic accidents [2, 3].

Scholars have put forwardmany definitions of distraction.
Regan and Hallett proposed that driver’s distraction can be
regarded as a form of inattention in driving [4]. It is mainly

performed when driver’s attention is shifted from key ac-
tivities of safety driving to the activities which are competitive
with driving task. (e behavior leads to insufficient attention
to key activities. According to this definition, distracted
driving can be divided into visual, cognitive, and operational
distraction. Visual distraction refers to driver’s attention
leaving the road for a short time. For example, the driver may
adjust the car stereos or check the mobile phone message
during driving, which has a significant impact on lane
keeping, steering rate controlling, and braking reaction time
[5, 6]. Cognitive distraction refers to driver’s thought being
disordered, which affects driving performance by reducing
the attention allocated to driving scene and processing pre-
determined information [7–9]. It also reduces driver’s ability
to detect targets in the whole driving environment [10].
Operational distraction, such as adjusting the interior sound
and sending text messages [11], requires the driver’s hand to
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leave the position related to the driving task and operate other
things [12, 13]. (e above three forms rarely exist separately;
more often two or more forms occur simultaneously, such as
visual-operational distraction [14] and visual-cognitive dis-
traction [15]. Current studies usually set driving subtask for a
certain form of distraction to obtain driver’s distracted seg-
ments [16]. However, distraction is a product of complex
interaction among driver, vehicle, and road environment.(e
performance is not fixed and it occurs randomly.(erefore, it
does not make much sense to study a certain type of dis-
traction separately.

Nowadays, there are twomainmethods (driving simulator
test and real car experiment test) for distracted driving be-
havior. (e real vehicle test can be subdivided into field-
controlled experiment and naturalistic driving experiment
[17, 18]. A driving simulator has the advantages of low cost
and convenient operation [19], but drivers’ behaviors are not
natural enough and the risk of operation awareness is lower.
Compared with that, the data authenticity of real car test is
higher. However, it is time-consuming and requires many
types of equipment. (is method belongs to controlled ex-
periment, which reduces the interaction between the driver
and environment. (e test cannot reflect distraction under
natural driving in reality [20]. In recent years, many researches
on natural driving provide data support for the analysis of
driving behaviors in real environments [21–23]. However, few
studies obtain and analyze distracted databases from un-
controlled natural driving experiments. On the other hand, the
data types of distracted research can be divided into three
categories. (e first type is based on driving performance
characteristics [24], such as eye movement [25, 26], psycho-
somatic response [27], and head posture [28, 29]. But detection
method based on physiological signal is limited by the heavy
equipment, high cost, and intrusive detection to the driver. So
it is difficult to be a large-scale application in practice. Al-
though the detection based on eye movement or head posture
is widely used in researches, it is greatly affected by external
environment. For example, light changing and vehicle vi-
bration result in a high false positive rate.(e second type uses
the data captured by various sensors during vehicle driving,
such as controller area network (CAN) bus and radar, in-
cluding speed, acceleration, and relative distance. (is kind of
researches directly recognizes driver’s attention by observing
vehicle’s kinematics response. (e data source is simple and
the kinds of vehicle kinematic features are various, which helps
to achieve higher classification accuracy [30]. (e third type is
data fusion, which has more comprehensive features. How-
ever, the relationship between distracted driving behavior and
vehicle kinematics characteristics is not clear. Some usual
behaviors, such as driving with one hand and simple com-
munication with passengers, do not affect driver’s situation
awareness ability. And vehicle kinematics characteristics also
do not have abnormal changes. But this behavior leads to
confusion of distracted recognition after mixed data [31].

(e advantages of vehicle kinematics features are a great
variety and easy to obtain, so it is widely adopted in related
papers. According to the range of features, it can be divided
into lateral control features (lane offset, lateral acceleration,
etc.), longitudinal control features (speed, acceleration, etc.),

and car following features (the relative distance, speed with
the front vehicle, etc.) [32]. Kountouriotis et al. studied the
effect of cognitive distraction on the steering wheel rate (SR)
[33]. Owing to various vehicle kinematics features, the re-
dundant characteristics may affect each other. (ey could
reduce the computational efficiency and affect the accuracy
of the model. (erefore, the features’ subset needs to be
screened. Li et al., based on a natural driving experiment,
utilized statistical analysis to select two indicators with
obvious differences between distraction and normal driving
(ND) and then adopted the recognitionmodel to identify the
driver status [14].

With the deepening of machine learning researches,
different classificationmethods are widely adopted in the field
of distracted driving. (e core of classification is to uncover
the hidden associated information between indicators and
distraction. Some scholars make use of machine learning to
aggregate the distracting time-series segments by mean,
variance, and extreme values. Such models include support
vector machine (SVM) [17], AdaBoost [34], and Bayesian
network [35, 36]. However, distraction is a dynamic multi-
interaction process and occurs randomly. (e duration and
influence degree are also different. (erefore, this kind of
method cannot make accurate identification of driving state
by using time series. On the contrary, some methods con-
sidering time sequence can explore the dynamic and multi-
interactive process. Liang and Lee found that distraction was
highly time-dependent when predicting the current drivers’
state [37]. (erefore, a model based on a dynamic Bayesian
network was developed to detect cognitive distraction using
behavioral parameters of eyes and drivers. With the devel-
opment of deep learning technology, more and more re-
searches make use of different neural networks (NN),
especially recurrent neural networks (RNN), to deal with
time-series problems. Wollmer et al. introduced an online
driver distraction detection method, which collects data
through natural driving experiment [38].(en they used long
short-term memory neural network (LSTM-NN) to realize
the detection of distraction. However, all of these studies’ data
are collected under controlled driving test or simulated
driving test, which have quite limitations.

Although previous studies have achieved some successful
cases in the recognition of driver distraction, few works are
dedicated to the use of natural driving data for driver dis-
traction recognition. In view of that, this paper proposes a
distraction identification method based on deep learning.(e
distracted segments are extracted from completely natural
driving data. (en, the vehicle kinematics features’ set is
established. After that, the LSTM-NN model is set up to
recognize binary classification and multiclassification. (e
effectiveness of the model is verified by comparing with the
classical SVM and AdaBoost. (e contribution of this paper
mainly includes the following points.

(is paper proposes a method based on vehicle kine-
matics situation to obtain distracted events. (e data ef-
fectively supports the acquisition in completely naturalistic
driving. (is paper utilizes machine learning to select fea-
tures with high importance, which reduces the input di-
mensions of classification and improves the output accuracy
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of the model. (is paper develops a model based on the time
series of LSTM-NN, which can solve the problem of time
dependence and achieve higher accuracy compared with
other models. It also has a high ability when recognizing
multiclassification distracted situations. Moreover, it pro-
vides a new way for recognition the distracted driving based
on abnormal vehicle kinematics characteristics.

(e paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
method we used in this paper. Section 3 gives an overview of
the proposed approach and introduces a recognition model
of distracted state based on LSTM-NN. Section 4 illustrates
the application of LSTM-NN to the identification of driver
distraction and the comparisons with SVM and AdaBoost.
Finally, in Section 5, we draw the conclusions and present
possible research directions.

2. Methods

2.1. SHRP2Database. (is paper relies on a sampling of data
from SHRP 2 NDS, in which participants’ vehicles were
equipped with four video cameras (forward, driver, rear, and
passenger snapshot view) over a period of up to three years.
Within this study, 35 million vehicle miles and 5.4 million
trips from approximately 3500 U.S. drivers were recorded. A
complete description of SHRP 2 data is located on the study’s
website (available at https://insight.SHRP2nds.us/). (e
frequency range of data collected by the acquisition system is
10 to 50Hz, including position information collected from
GPS, acceleration of gyroscope, and vehicle kinematics
characteristics of the CAN bus. (e relative speed and
distance of the surrounding vehicles are detected by radar,
and video of four cameras as shown in Figure 1. Previous
studies have shown that drivers of different ages have no
significant difference in distracted behavior [39]. (erefore,
this study selected 15 drivers, including 12 men and 3
women. All the drivers are physically and mentally healthy
without any physical dysfunction. (e driving mileage is
more than 5000 km, and the age is between 33 and 45 years.
(eir driving experience is basically the same.

2.2. Car Following Sample Extraction. (e original data
contains a series of driving scenarios, such as parking and
waiting, lane changing and overtaking, and stable car fol-
lowing. However, in addition to stable car following, other
behaviors have specific requirements for drivers’ psycho-
logical load. So the possibility of distraction is small for this
behavior. To analyze the driver’s distracted behavior more
accurately, this paper extracts segments of the stable car
following from the natural driving database. Due to the
existence of noise interference and other problems, it is
necessary to preprocess the data before using. (e 3-sigma
principle is adopted to eliminate the outliers. (en the
missing values are filled with linear interpolation to ensure
that the sampling frequency of all car following segments is
10Hz. (e car following segments are obtained from the
original data by setting conditions. In this paper, they are
defined as follows.

(1) (e identification number of radar targets remains
unchanged, which indicates the front vehicle has not
changed. (2) (e lateral offset of adjacent timestamps has no
abrupt change greater than 1.5m, which ensures that the
vehicle does not change lanes or overtake. (3) (e longi-
tudinal distance from the front vehicle is less than 100m,
which eliminates the completely unrestricted car following
state. (4) When the speed of the test vehicle is greater than
20 km/h, waiting event is excluded with low speed. (5) Car
following time is equal to 10 s, which ensures that each car
following segment contains enough sequences for subse-
quent method.

According to the rules, 36734 car following segments
were extracted. After comparison of sampling, 34080 ef-
fective samples were found, accounting for 92.8% of the total
number. (e total length of effective segments was about 81
hours.

2.3. Index of Vehicle Kinematics. Referring to the previous
researches, the data utilized in this study come from the
vehicle kinematics data of CAN bus and external radar. (e
data can truly reflect abnormal vehicle kinematics caused by
distraction. (ese basic features can be divided into three
categories (lateral control, longitudinal control, and car
following) according to the vehicle kinematics
characteristics.

Steering wheel rate entropy (SRE) is calculated from SR
in the original data, which reflects the steering smoothness.
A dedicated driver can constantly assess the environmental
situation and correct steering control unconsciously. But
distracted drivers tend to take large actions to correct errors,
resulting in lower smoothness [40]. (is paper mainly fo-
cuses on driving characteristics which are directly related to
driving control ability. (e features directly quantify the
extent to which driving behavior is affected, rather than how
the driver’s physiological or mental state is affected. (e SR
prediction is shown in Figure 2. At time t, the original SR is
θ(t), and the predicted SR value θp(t) is obtained by the
second-order Taylor expansion.(en the difference between
the actual value and the predicted value is calculated to
obtain e(t), as shown in formula (1). Considering the
sampling frequency, 1s is selected as the prediction period.
Finally, the SRE is obtained by formula (1). And fi is the
frequency of the error falling into the i-th interval. (e SRE
is higher, the steering stability is worse, and the driving
behavior is affected to a great extent.

θp(t) � θ(t − 1) +(θ(t − 1) − θ(t − 2))

+
1
2

(θ(t − 1) − θ(t − 2)) − (θ(t − 2) − θ(t − 3)),

e(t) � θ(t) − θp(t),

SRE � − 
9

i�1
filog9 fi( .

(1)
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(e desired reaction time (DRT) refers to the potential
reserved reaction time for handling emergencies when the
driver follows the front vehicle. (e scenario diagram is
shown in Figure 3. (is paper supposes that bl and be are the
acceleration of front and rear vehicles and they are 5.8m/s2

at any time. Vl and Ve represent the speed of the front and
rear vehicles. If the front car brakes at t1 and stops at t3, the
rear car takes emergency braking at t2 after the reaction time
τe (set as 1s in this paper). DRT describes the time required
for the change of distance between the rear and the front. In
the process of car following, DRT is related to the driver’s
personal characteristics. (e DRT is smaller, and driver’s
reaction time is shorter to deal with the unexpected situa-
tion. And his driving style is more aggressive. Compared
with the common time to collision [41], DRT can describe
the safety of car following better when the speed of the rear
vehicle is less than that of the front.

In order to deeply discuss vehicle kinematics features,
this paper extends the basic features into six descriptive
statistical indicators, which are mean, standard deviation,

maximum, minimum, residual sum of squares, and re-
gression slope. Each basic characteristic is expanded into six
indicators except SRE. For example, lateral acceleration is
expanded into mean of lateral acceleration, standard devi-
ation of lateral acceleration, maximum of lateral accelera-
tion, minimum of lateral acceleration, residual sum squares
of lateral acceleration, and regression slope of lateral ac-
celeration. (e descriptive statistical indexes are calculated,
and finally, 43 vehicle kinematics characteristics are ob-
tained as shown in Table 1.

2.4. Distracted Segments Extraction Based on Situation
Awareness. Situation awareness is defined as the require-
ments of what does this event mean to the operator and what
might be happening next [42]. In terms of driving perfor-
mance, situation awareness relies on the driving perception
of road elements, cognition of current driving tasks, and
prediction of surrounding vehicles. Ultimately, drivers
change or adjust current driving operations after processing
this information. Effective situation awareness is essential
for driving safety, including monitoring and updating the
position of other vehicles, road conditions, and proper speed
[15]. Relevant researches show that there is a significant
correlation between situation awareness ability and driving
performance during distraction. For example, when a driver
makes a call during driving, the behavior weakens his ability
of perception and prediction. It also increases the reaction
time, decreases the control ability, and loses the initiative to
make a decision. According to cognitive behavior theory
[43], the change of driver’s attention will be reflected in the
change of vehicle dynamic features, which provides a pre-
requisite for extracting distracted segments. Combined with
the macro driving performance of vehicle control under

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Four-camera views.
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Figure 2: Prediction value and relative error of SRE.
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distraction, three typical scenarios and their identification
conditions are proposed in this paper.

(i) Following distance larger (FDL): the relative dis-
tance between the rear and front vehicle is getting
larger under no special situations.
Description: when the front vehicle does not de-
celerate (lasting up to T1), if the DRT and the
relative distance increase, the speed of the rear
vehicle does not increase.(e segment is considered
to belong to FDL.

(ii) Following distance smaller (FDS): delayed braking
results in a small distance from the front vehicle.
Description: when the front vehicle decelerates
(lasting up to T2), the DRT decreases below the
danger threshold, and the speed of the rear vehicle
does not decrease significantly. It is considered that
the segment belongs to FDS.

(iii) Following distance unsteadily (FDU): the vehicle
swings unsteadily.
Description: extreme values of lateral acceleration
or SR exceed the threshold range.

Due to the influence of road smoothness and driver’s
microadjustment, lateral acceleration, SR and acceleration

fluctuate continuously in the normal range. It is not con-
ducive to the identification of vehicle kinematics trend.
(erefore, adaptive Kalman filter is adopted to smooth the
correlation feature sequence so as to obtain a stable trend. In
order to eliminate the differences in driving styles and habits
of drivers, this paper establishes a historical data set of
indicators for each driver. (en we set different thresholds
according to the cumulative curve. Considering the com-
plexity of the road environment, this research selects as
many effective distraction scenarios as possible. (is paper
appropriately reduces the minimum threshold of DRT and
selects the 35 percentile of cumulative distribution as the
condition of FDS. 90 and 90 percentiles are adopted as the
lateral acceleration and SR as the extraction threshold of
FDU for each driver. (e cumulative curves of the three
indicators are shown in Figure 4. (ese thresholds will be
used as an important reference for distinguishing different
drivers when they take emergency measures under the same
subsituation. g is the acceleration of gravity with a score of
9.8m/s2. It is worthy to point out that some segments
contain more than one distracted scenario. In order to deal
with this problem, we check all the segments to search
whether there are distracted scenarios (FDL, FDS, and FDU)
and calculate the time that belongs to each scene. (e scene
with the largest proportion of duration was regarded as the
main type of distraction. According to the above conditions,
a total of 3133 suspected distracted segments were obtained.

However, there may be wrongly identified in the dis-
tracted segments only by situation awareness. Actually, it
can be explained by the abnormal data and driver’s per-
sonality behavior, such as driving aggressively and being
extremely cautious. In addition, there must be visual and
manual distraction when the driver is operating the on-
board equipment or talking with the passenger frequently.
Pure cognitive distraction or inattention is excluded because
it is hard to monitor and detect. In order to filter out the
above events, we organized twelve postgraduates in a group
of three to manually check the suspected segments by using
the front and hand videos. According to the sensor data, we
can determine whether each suspected segment is caused by

Table 1: Vehicle kinematic features.

Statistical indicators Characteristic Unit Signal
Mean Lateral acceleration m·s− 2 Accel_y
Standard deviation Steering wheel rate rad·s− 1 SWR

Maximum Longitudinal
acceleration m·s− 2 Accel_x

Minimum Desired reaction time
(DRT) s DRT

Residuals sum of
squares Relative velocity m·s− 1 Rel_V

Slope of regression Distance of headway m DHW
Velocity m·s− 1 V

Mean SRE SRE

L Dl

De Gs L
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ve ∗ τe
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2 ∗ be

v2
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Figure 3: Scenario of desired reaction time (DRT).
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the driver’s obvious distracted behavior. All members of
each group reviewed the same data set. If the driver’s be-
havior was not distracted after cross-validation, the segment
was regarded as none distraction and deleted from the
database. Otherwise, the segment was retained as a dis-
tracted sample. (e normal samples are randomly selected
from the car following database. After manually checking
the videos and cross-validation, obvious different from
distraction behavior can be regarded as be normal. (rough
the above steps, 2400 normal segments were obtained, which
were labeled as ND. 596 segments were labeled as FDL. 324
segments were labeled as FDS. 277 segments were labeled as
FDU. FDL, FDS, and FDU are all called distracted segments,
and there are 1197 segments in total.

2.5. Selection Indexes of Distracted Driving. In this study, a
total of 43 indicators are selected as the primary indexes set. In
order to reduce the interference of redundant indexes and
keep the physical meaning of indexes, feature ranking of
importance is used to achieve dimension reduction. Firstly,
the min–max normalization is adopted to reduce the dif-
ferences between different scale features. (en, the Pearson
correlation coefficient is used to test the linear correlation
between features. If the features whose absolute score of the
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.8, it will be deleted. It

can be found that the average value of basic features is highly
correlated with its maximum andminimum. For example, the
average DRT is highly positively correlated with its standard
deviation, maximum, minimum, and residual sum of squares.
In addition, there is a significant correlation between some
indicators which belong to the same vehicle dynamic feature.
For example, the correlation coefficient of lateral acceleration
regression slope and SR regression slope is 0.86. And the
correlation coefficient between relative speed and minimum
score of headway is 0.89. With [44], the mean that is lower
affected by outliers is retained in the significant correlation
indexes. Finally, thirty indexes are obtained.

Two integrated learning methods are utilized to obtain
important indicators. (e first method is gradient boosting
decision tree recursive feature elimination (GBDT-RFE).
GBDT is a common boosting algorithm. It can adjust the
distribution of training samples according to the perfor-
mance of based learners. So the training samples, which were
classified wrongly by previous based learners, could get more
attention in the follow-up steps. Finally, based learners are
weighted and combined to obtain the optimal classifier [45].
(e second method is random forest recursive feature
elimination (RF-RFE). RF is one of the bagging methods. On
the basis of decision tree integration, random attribute se-
lection is further selected in the training process. (e output
index categories are determined by the vote of each tree.
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Figure 4: Cumulative probability distribution curve. (a) Cumulative curve of DRT. (b) Cumulative curve of lateral acceleration. (c)
Cumulative curve of steering wheel rate.
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GBDT-RFE and RF-RFE, respectively, use GBDT and RF to
analyze the importance of indicators. After getting the
ranking, features with higher importance through RFE are
selected. 5-fold cross-validation is adopted in this paper. (e
relationship between feature numbers of two methods and
the corrected classification score of cross-validation is shown
in Figure 5. It can be found that when the number of features
N equal to 21, the classification accuracy of GBDT-RFE and
RF-RFE is close to the optimal score at the same time. (e
coincidence rate of the top 21 indexes obtained by the two
methods is more than 80%, and the ranking results of
importance were basically the same. (erefore, GBDT-RFE
with a higher average correct classification score was selected
to obtain the first 21 indicators, as shown in Table 2.

3. Identification Model of Distracted State

3.1. LSTM-NN Model Overview. Distraction is a continuous
process with dynamic behavior fluctuations over time. Most
of the classification methods adopted in previous studies
focused on the features reflecting the whole sequence, but it
was difficult to capture the change of distracted events pro-
cess. Considering the time dependence of distracted events,
driver’s attention can be identified by time-series information.
In recent years, deep learning has shown great potential in
dealing with multitime-series classification. RNN is a kind of
artificial neural network in which nodes are connected in a
ring directionally. (e internal state of this network can show
drivers’ dynamic behavior. Different from feedforward neural
network, RNN can use internal memory to process sequence
data, which makes it often utilized to deal with some complex
deep learning problems. However, due to the gradient van-
ishing effect, the simple RNN cannot deal with the long se-
quence dependence well. In order to overcome this limitation,
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber proposed LSTM-NN, as shown
in Figure 6 [46]. Each hidden unit in LSTM-NN contains one
or more memory cells. (e operation of these memory cells is
controlled by the internal input gate it, forgetting gate ft, and
output gate ot. (e input gate determines which part of the

input value can be used to update the memory state. (e
forgetting gate determines the information to be retained or
removed in the memory unit. And the output gate determines
the output content. (e expression of the three gates at time t
can be expressed by the following formula:

(i) Input gate:

it � σ Wi xt + ht− 1 + Ct− 1(  + bi . (2)

(ii) Forget gate:

ft � σ Wi xi + ht− 1 + Ct− 1(  + bf ,

Ct � tan h Wc xt + ht− 1(  + bc .
(3)

(iii) Memory cell unit:

Ct � ft × Ct− 1 + it × Ct. (4)

(iv) Output gate:

ot � σ Wo xt + ht− 1 + Ct− 1(  + bo ,

ht � ot × tan h Ct( ,
(5)

where it, ft, and ot are the score of input gate, forgetting
gate, and output gate after passing through activation
function at time t.Wi,Wf,Wc,Wo, andWf and bi, bf, bc, bo,
and bf are weight and deviation. Ct is an alternative value
of memory cell state Ct at time t. xt and ht are the input of
the memory cell and the output of the final decision. At
each time step, the LSTM-NN can read, write, or reset the
memory unit through the three gates. (is strategy allows
LSTM-NN to memorize and access the information before
multistep.
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3.2. Model Building and Identification. In order to verify the
effectiveness of situation awareness criteria and LSTM-NN
in processing time-series classification tasks, this paper
develops a model which contains binary classification and
multiclassification, as shown in Figure 7.

3.2.1. Input Characteristic Data. In this study, 1197 dis-
tracted segments and 2400 ND segments were selected as
input data. Each input segment is a 10 s (100 timestamps)
time series. In order to reduce the overall error and calculate
the statistical characteristics (mean, regression slope, etc.),
we take every four steps (four 0.1 s) of the original sequence
as a time unit and obtain 25 timestamps. Each timestamp
contains 21 indicators.

To eliminate the difference of indexes, the Z-score
standardization was utilized to make the indexes conform to
normal distribution. (en, 60% of data were randomly se-
lected as the training set, 30% were test set, and 10% were
verification set.

3.2.2. Identification Model Structure. Referring to [47], the
model structure selected in this study is shown in Figure 7.
(e model consists of two LSTM layers, two full connection

layers, and one dropout layer. As the activation function of
the middle layer, ReLU is helpful to solve the problem of
network convergence. Sigmoid and softmax are the acti-
vation functions of the output layer for binary and multi-
recognition models. Adam is adopted as the optimization.
(e optimal learning rate Ir∈{10− 4, 10− 3, 10− 2, 10− 1} can be
determined by the experiment. (e loss function of binary is
binary_crossentropy, and the categorical_crossentropy is
used for multiclassification. (e number of neurons in each
layer of LSTM is selected from {32, 64, 128, 256}. (e su-
perior limit of iterations is set to 1000, and an early stopping
mechanism is adopted. After every five epochs, the test
results are obtained on the verification set.(e training stops
when the test error of the verification set increases with the
number of epoch times increasing.

3.2.3. Evaluation Model Performance. In order to verify the
performance of LSTM-NN, this paper uses SVM and
AdaBoost as control experiments. (ere is a category
imbalance in data set, so this paper uses F1-score as the
evaluation index of classification results. Precision (P) is
the ratio between the true positives and all the positives.
Recall (R) is calculated as true positives divided by true
positives and false negatives. F1-score is a metric that

Table 2: Ranking table of important feature indicators.

Importance
ranking Characteristic Signal Importance

ranking Characteristic Signal

1 Mean of velocity V_mean 12 Residuals sum of squares of
velocity V_ess

2 Mean of desired reaction time DRT_mean 13 Mean of longitudinal acceleration Accel_x_mean

3 Mean of headway distance HWD_mean 14 Regression of slope of desired
reaction time DRT_sr

4 Maximum of relative velocity Rel_V_mean 15 Standard deviation of
longitudinal acceleration Accel_x_std

5 Standard deviation of steering
wheel rate SWR_std 16 Regression of slope of relative

velocity Rel_V_sr

6 Regression of slope of lateral
acceleration Accel_y_sr 17 Mean of steering wheel rate SWR_mean

7 Regression of slope of velocity V_sr 18 Mean of lateral acceleration Accel_y_mean

8 Steering rate entropy SRE 19 Regression of slope of
longitudinal acceleration Accel_x_sr

9 Standard deviation of headway
distance HWD_std 20 Residuals sum of squares of

steering wheel rate SWR_ess

10 Residuals sum of squares of
headway distance HWD_ess 21 Residuals sum of squares of

relative velocity Rel_V_ess

11 Maximum of lateral acceleration Accl_y_max — — —
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comprehensively considers precision and recall. (e cal-
culation formula is as follows:

F1 � 2 ×
R × P

R + P
. (6)

4. Results and Discussion

Adopting LSTM-NN to develop a model of binary classi-
fication and multiclassification, then utilize SVM and
AdaBoost to achieve the same classification task. To avoid
overfitting and underfitting, this paper obtains the optimal
parameter combination of the three methods, as shown in
Table 3. Among Table 3, type 2 (binary classification) is the
division of distracted and ND behavior, and type 4 (mul-
ticlassification) is the division of driving behavior into which
category FDL, FDS, FDU, and ND.

According to the results, ROC curves about binary
classification and multiclassification were drawn.(e results
of the distracted segment were only drawn for the binary
classification task. (e ROC curve of the multiclassification
task included false positive rate, true positive rate, macro
average curve, microaverage curve, FDL, FDS, FDU, and
ND, as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen intuitively that the
ROC curve of each class of LSTM-NN is closer to the (1,1),
which is better than SVM and AdaBoost. (is difference can
be attributed that the parameters of the neural network can
handle and learn the high dimensional nonlinear relation-
ship. LSTM-NN takes the information of the front and rear
position into account when predicting the state of the next
timestamp, which is conducive to the learning of dynamic
distracted process.

Table 4 shows the classification results of the model. It
can be seen that the F1-score of LSTM-NN for distracted
and ND is 89% and 91%, which are better than SVM (77%
and 81%) and AdaBoost (79% and 87%). (e main reason
may be that SVM and AdaBoost lack the ability of de-
pendent long time series, which is one of the reasons why
LSTM-NN is used in this paper. When the data of FDL,
FDS, FDU, and ND are used, the F1-score of LSTM-NN in
identifying three types of distracted situations is 78%, 75%,
and 80%. But the accuracy of SVM and AdaBoost in

processing this type of classification task is quite different
(the average F1-score is 66% and 71%). It can be seen that
LSTM-NN is more capable of recognizing distracted sit-
uations than the others. It can also be found that the av-
erage F1-score of LSTM-NN in four classifications is
reduced by 9% compared to binary classification. On the
one hand, the increasing of categories number means the
increasing difficulty in correct classification, and more data
samples are needed to support model learning. On the
other hand, after checking the segments of error classifi-
cation, it is found that most of the errors come from the
false recognition of distracted scenarios. (e possible
reason is that the data comes from uncontrolled natural
driving experiment, and the traffic scene is complex and
random. (ere are some differences in driving behaviors in
the same type of distracted scenarios, which leads to a
decrease in the accuracy. For example, two segments be-
longing to FDL have different degrees due to different
vehicle speeds and surroundings. (e different perfor-
mance between the above models can be attributed to the
better robustness of LSTM-NN and it considers time series
in distracted recognition.

Although deep learning has achieved good results, there
is still a certain gap between the accuracy of the model in this
paper and the related studies. (ere may be several reasons
for this.

Firstly, the data source is different from the experimental
environment. (is paper uses the noninvasive features of
natural driving data. But most of the related research studies
are carried out in the driving simulator and controlled
experiment, which may reduce the randomness of distrac-
tion and weaken the distracted effect on vehicle kinematics
characteristics.

(e second is the recognition indexes that are different.
(is paper only selects indicators from the vehicle move-
ment. (e related researches include driver’s posture such as
head angle. If such index fluctuates violently, the driver is
regarded as distracted. However, it is worthy to point out
that there are a lot of sightline deviations or head rotations in
the actual driving process, which belongs to a normal
phenomenon in the driving process instead of inattention.
So this kind of distraction situation has been deleted by
video review in the study.

Multilayer LSTM network
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Classified task network

Dropout layer

LSTM layer

LSTM layer

Input

So�max function

Category label

Full connection layer

Figure 7: Model architecture for time-series classification.
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Table 3: Related parameters of classification models.
LSTM-NN

Type Neurons numbers Iterations Batch size Output layer activation function Optimizer Learning rate Loss function
2 64 100 32 Sigmoid Adam 10–3 binary_crossentropy
4 64 200 32 Softmax 10–2 categorical_crossentropy

SVM
Type Main parameters Adjusting parameters method Optimum parameters
2

C, gamma, and kernel 5-fold cross-validation
C� 103, gamma� 10− 3, and kernel� rbf

4 C� 102, gamma� 10− 2, and kernel� rbf
AdaBoost

Type Main parameters Adjusting parameters method Optimum parameters

2
Learning rate and

n_estimation 5-fold cross-validation

Learning rate� 0.1 and
n_estimation� 50

4 Learning rate� 0.15 and
n_estimation� 100
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Figure 8: Classification results of the models. (a) AdaBoost of binary categories, (b) SVM of binary categories, (c) LSTM-NN of binary
categories, (d) AdaBoost of multicategories, (e) SVM of multicategories, and (f) LSTM-NN of multicategories.
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5. Conclusion

Based on the natural driving data of real vehicles from
SHRP2 NDS, this paper focuses on the relationship between
vehicle kinematic characteristics and distracted driving state
and proposes a recognition method of distraction. (e main
research conclusions are as follows.

(is paper attempts to extract distracted events in un-
controlled natural driving environment. Compared with related
researches through a driving simulator or arranged experi-
ments, an extraction method based on situation awareness is
proposed. (is method provides a new data preparation ef-
fectively for the study of distraction behavior.

By using the noninvasive vehicle kinematic features,
GBDT-RFE and RF-RFE are used to select the indexes
with high importance. (e way not only reduces the
interference of redundant indexes but also verifies the
effectiveness of the motion features as the distracted
recognized conditions.

In this paper, LSTM-NN deep learning is used to classify
distracted states. Results show that the model is better than
other models in dealing with binary classification and
multiclassification. It is proved that distraction is a dynamic
fluctuation process with time, and LSTM-NN can learn the
information of time series before and after and detect the
distracted behavior reliably.

(is paper adopts noninvasive vehicle kinematics
feature data to detect off-line driving distraction and
proposes a method based on situation awareness. (e
distracted data set is obtained by inferring whether the
driver is distracted by the vehicle motion situation. (en
the distracted time sequence segments are identified by
using the deep learning model. In the next step, driver’s
attention information is extracted by image recognition
technology combined with in-vehicle video data. Real-time
online recognition of distracted state based on multisource
unstructured data will be further studied. (is part of the
work is in progress.
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